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The Chan •mg Face of the Newspaper
New editors, staff take over
Sword
A note from the Editors
As editors of the paper and
students on this campus, we often
hear people complaining about the
status of our "weak" campus newspaper. Last year, the other publication on campus, "Fibs and Fables,"
even mentioned it a few times,
calling it out on its lack of serious
stories. and quality writing. This
year, however, The Sword is going
through a revamping process.
As you may have noticed, we
have a new flag (or logo) at the
top of the paper. The sword fused
with a pen. We changed the logo
to symbolize the changing of the
newspaper as a whole.
We've also changed the look and
layout of the entire paper to make
it more aesthetically pleasing. We
figured the old version looked
cluttered and unprofessional. We
wanted to make a publication that
the campus would take seriousl y.
s. Behind the new look and attitude is a brand new staff. We have
a new editor-in-chief, executive
editors and layout and photo editor.
Not only are we changing the
layout and the staff, we are in-

cluding better graphics. Instead

provide information to our stu-

of sketches, we will be using more

dents. That's what we are here for

You can email us at sword @csp.

photo illustrations to make the

as a campus paper. To inform you,

edu, or just come to one of the

students on this campus want to

the students. Without you, there

meetings with your ideas. We want

pick up the paper.

would be no paper.

your feedback.

Along with the new staff comes

So let us know what you think.

the

the need to strive for better writing
and better story ideas. We want to
be able to not only cover the facts,
but the truth behind the facts. We

student newspaper since 1966

want to hear your story ideas. We
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want to hear what students on
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Hope for Our Journey

Out with the old, in with the new

this campus care about, so we can

Contract negotiations result in new computers

better serve you and give you an
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something, they can always ask one
of the editors or the adviser. To
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published, we want to make sure
reporters know what to cover and
how to cover it. Even if they don't
know anything about journalism or
journalistic writing, we can teach
that. No one should ever have to
feel inadequate. Stories can be
revised, edited, and revised again.
We just want reporters that are

This is one of the final issues of the Sword last year. Notice the

eager to learn and have a thirst to

differnce between this volume and last year's.

The Bears School-Spirit Trio
by Abby Gimbel

hard to synchronize their ever y

S quad, but I think that someone

move and to get the crowd to jump has to get the school excited for
You may have seen them pump-

and jive for those Bears.

really sports? if you don't think
it's a sport, come try it," says Carol

more than just football." Comet

Olson, student coach of all three

the bear is expected to be a key

teams. Both the cheer and dance

people during halftime. They show the official CU "Spirit S quad."
off their dance moves, waving
This s quad will be at ever y home

player and have a stellar season

teams have extensive workouts

this year on the Spirit S quad as

each practice which include

their flags and even bare their

athletic event and will work hard

well. With these three new teams

chests branded with B-E-A-R-S.

to keep everyone pumped up and

These are athletes and they play a

on their toes. They do everything

stretching, running and lifting.
comes much enthusiasm, but along They even have their own strength .
with that also comes the chaland conditioning coach.

sport of a different kind. But who

from sporting spandex to running

lenges.

are these athletes? What is their

flags around and doing pushups.

game?

Spirit S quad Team member Matt

ing up the crowds or entertaining

Just this year, CSP has officiall y

Last, but certainly not least, is

Overall, these Bears are bringing

Amidst the excitement of these
new sports, some contention still

Morgan believes keeping ever yone remains. The question still arises

added three new sports: dance

upbeat is no eas y task, as he says

team, cheer team and the official

"it's a full time job being on Spirit

a sport of a different kind to the
table, winning when the y motivate
the crowd.

on everyone's mind . . . are these
JAMES GRIFFIN; STADIUM'
704-4,
tosaril

CU Spirit S quad. Concordia is
hoping to get everyone off their

ME s

feet and fired up.

OM OM TO 6'0

Led by Captain Cheyenne Meyer,
the cheer team focuses mostly
on stunting and tossing people
through the air. They will help motivate the crowd for football and
basketball games, hoping to cheer
the teams to new heights.
There is also the dance team,
who perform a new dance for
every half-time home football and
basketball game. Led by Captain

The newly instated flag team or Spirit S quad opens up the game against Northern State on Sept. 16 at

Shannon Bitzan, this team works

Griffin Stadium.
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